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Editorial
May I wish you all a very Merry Christmas.
Another year all but gone, SAM1066 still survives and attendance at Salisbury Plain is
reasonably satisfactory on the contest modellers front but sadly lacking on the Sport Flying
front, which is a shame really as the site is eminently suitable for sport flying.
The AGM has taken place and is reported in detail by myself first up on page 3.
The minutes of the meeting are shown for record. These will be circulated electronically again
prior to the 2018 AGM.
I kick off the articles with a report on the Midland Gala at North Luffenham which was all but
blown away.
Tony Tomlin writes on the last Cocklebarrow Farm meet for 2017. Pam & Tony take over from
long serving Val & Paul Howkins for future events.
Sad to report the loss of another well-known aeromodeller Brian Martin.
In an attempt to solicit some input from other folk I have put together a Black & White vintage
picture article from my own old photograph album. Most of you guys reading this magazine must
have old pictures so please throw a few together and let me have them. It’s not necessary to
be black & white, some of you may well have been into colour in your own early days. Being in
my eighty’s now I had B & W for quite a while in my early days.
Whilst on the subject of input, the indoor season is well underway and I wish one or two of you
would report on events you attend. There is no need to write a book on them, a few pictures
with comment will be most acceptable and of much interest to the rest of us.
I’ve popped in a short piece on Rachel and I and our visit to the last Walsall club indoor meet
at Sneyd sport hall. It only takes a few pictures and identity’s to put an article together.
Give it a whirl, I can knock it into shape if the written word is not your forte.
I’ve dug up an article from Model Airplane News via Aeromodeller Annual on Small Radio
Controlled models by Ken Willard. Ken was a well-respected USA flyer in the early days of R/C.
I seem to recall reading of him flying models from the flat roof of his garage.
The vast stock of models built by our late chairman John Thompson and misc. paraphernalia is
currently in the hands of John Hook and all items are offered for sale with all proceeds going
to Naomi House Children’s Charity, as nominated by our late Chairman.
It is expected that shortly the stock will be itemised and a spread sheet of the items will
appear on our website www.sam1066.com
John’s models are not exhibition pieces and tend to look a bit Heath Robinson around the engine
area. Many of the engines are non-standard with various mods to increase performance.
John’s aim was always to replicate an existing design in principle if not in detail and motor it to
extract the fastest rate of climb it would handle. Anyone who has witnessed him trimming will
attest to his success in this endeavour, albeit with some spectacular failures.
If you fancy trying to tame one of his models, keep your eye on the website.

Editor
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SAM1066 Annual General Meeting 2017

Acting Chairman Tony Shepherd

-

Editor

Secretary Roger Newman

Minutes
of
The 2017 Annual General Meeting of the Society of Antique Modellers chapter 1066
Held in the conference room at the Middle Wallop Museum
On 26th November 2017
The meeting opened at 2-00pm with acting chairman Tony Shepherd in the chair, supported by the secretary
Roger Newman,.
Our treasurer Ed Bennett, and membership secretary Mike Parker were unable to be with us.
The attendance was good with New Clarion Editor John Andrews & Archivist Roy Tiller with the members.
The chairman welcomed members new & old and requested apologies for absence.
Apologies were accepted from: Mike Parker, Ed Bennett, Peter Tolhurst, & John Lancaster
The minutes of the 2016 AGM, having been previously distributed were unanimously approved.
(proposed by Rachel Andrews & seconded by Ken Brown)
The acting Chairman’s Report was read and unanimously approved.
(Proposed by Ken Taylor & seconded by Mo Peters)
Treasurers Report & Accounts were adopted and unanimously approved.
(Proposed by Ken Brown & Seconded by Peter Shelton
The remaining officers’ reports were presented in order and unanimously approved

Acting Chairman’s Report 2017
Well I must say that if, a year ago, you’d suggested to me that I’d be sitting up here today then I’d have been more than a little surprised.
To say that the loss of Thommo came as something of a shock is an enormous understatement. When the email came through from
Mike telling us all that John had died my first reaction was of complete disbelief and as it sunk home then I just felt the same level of
sadness as if I’d heard that I’d lost an uncle. I’d spent many hours with John particularly at Beaulieu, flying in competitions and on
midweek days when we were both there for trimming. I’d occasionally turn up on a Friday if I could get a day off work to be greeted
with “What are you doing here. Why aren’t you at work?” “It’s flexitime John” I’d reply only to be greeted with comments about not
having things like that in his day. We’d have great days together, with John offering loads of advice, more often based on years of
experience rather than aerodynamic knowledge – after all, he was a bean counter, not an engineer. I still miss him greatly as we all
do and days out at Beaulieu just aren’t the same and probably never will be.
A little while later I was enduring a lengthy period of sick leave with fairly major back problems when I received a call from Mike Parker
and the point of it was to ask if I would be will to step into Thommo’s shoes as Chairman of 1066. This was something of a surprise
and I didn’t make a decision straightaway, not least because I was living on a lot of painkillers at the time and I wasn’t in the best of
conditions to make such a commitment and also because I wasn’t sure how mobile I’d end up. Anyway, it all turned out OK and the
upshot is that I’m up here today having taken on the role for the time being.
I must tell you that in the past I served on the committee of a railway preservation society for many years and at the end of my period
as secretary that society had a somewhat acrimonious split. In the aeromodelling world I ended up as Membership Secretary and
Treasurer for the Portsmouth and District Model Aircraft Club following a rash decision by myself at an AGM when no one else would
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take on the role, and within about a week we’d lost our flying site of many years. Neither of these occurrences were down to me but
I’m just warning you that I have a bit of a track record so if you’re happy to keep me in this role then I’ll do my best not to make it a hattrick of committee disasters!!!
The last figure I heard for membership of 1066 was in excess of 700 so I certainly don’t profess to know everyone but I feel that I know
a good many of those who fly at our events so admirably run by Roger. For those that don’t know me particularly well, I have been
involved with free flight for well over 25 years (ok, so I’m a newbie compared to many of you but it’s still quite a long time!) Much of
my involvement has been in the world of BMFA competition flying, but for all that, I still regard myself primarily as a sport flyer who just
competes a bit. The SAM1066 ethos mixing fun flying with “not too serious” competitions suits me down the ground and that is how I
believe most of the active membership would like things to continue and that is how we’ll aim run things for the time being.
The loss of Middle Wallop as the centre of our activities during 2016 was really bad news but the shift to Salisbury Plain for our flying
days in 2017 has certainly given us a great flying site, even if it is perhaps hard going sometimes. Despite what some tell you, getting
onto Area 8 in a hatchback or an ordinary domestic car is not the nightmare than some believe it to be so if you’ve yet to go up there
then please consider giving it a go next year. Roger organises and runs these days excellently and we owe him an enormous debt of
gratitude, especially given the amount of time he also ends up spending in his role as secretary. Thank you Roger and also thank you
Peter Carter who keeps his eyes on the activities of the sport flyers.
For all of the membership whether active or not, John Andrews and the various contributors to the Clarion continue to provide us with
an excellent publication every month. Being a bit of a lunchtime internet browser when I’m at work, I see quite a few online
aeromodelling publications and the Clarion is up there with the best of them. Well done to the team and please keep providing us with
more of the same.
The David Baker Heritage Library activities continue and what an enormous task it is to manage it all - to see the extent of the
information that’s available just click on the links on the 1066 website then have a look at the spreadsheets! And when you’ve done
that just try and picture it all next to your own collection of back numbers of the Aermodeller Magazine and plans!! A huge thanks to
the Tillers and Roger again for continuing to provide this service.
Mike Parker is unable to be with us today but we must thank him for his work in maintaining the website, looking after membership
matters, and sending out the Clarion and other messages. This work is vital and I wouldn’t have a clue how to do the IT part of his
role and I doubt that many of us would. Thanks Mike.
And last but not least, thanks to Treasurer Ed Bennet and auditor Nick Peppiatt for dealing with our finances. I’ve seen very complicated
account sheets presented at meetings like this over the years but these gentlemen seem to be able to run the money side of our
activities quietly and efficiently throughout the year and then present them to us in a nice, clear way so that we can all understand
where we are.
So that’s my bit out of the way. Sorry it’s been a bit longer than the usual Chairman’s Report but I felt a need to provide a bit of an
introduction as I step into the Thommo’s shoes. If I’m elected then I promise to be more succinct next year.

Tony Shepherd

Thank you.

Secretary’s Report 2017
Sadly – as you are all aware, we have lost our Chairman during the year. John played such an important part in our hobby, with his
enthusiasm & knowledge encouraging us to keep going in spite of the difficulties encountered with the loss of Middle Wallop. As
previously noted in the New Clarion, we greatly miss his presence.
Middle Wallop continues to be “off bounds” but we maintain contact with the Museum & the Authorities to monitor possibilities for the
future. SAM1066 & the SABMFA put on a joint static display at Wallop War Day in May, with the latter also giving a flying display. This
resulted in a same day invitation to attend the 2018 event.
In the meantime & not withstanding the odd cancellation due to bad weather, we have organised a few meetings on Salisbury Plain,
Area 8 during the year using the good offices of the BMFA FFTC. Attendance has been reasonable with around 25 – 35 at the meetings,
indulging in competitive flying plus a few sports fliers to keep us company. Four such meetings have been scheduled for 2018, two of
them being shared meetings with the Croydon Club. Details are on our website & in next year’s BMFA calendar of events. Make the
effort to attend at least one of these meetings during the year – I am sure you will enjoy the wide open space that is there.
The potential threat posed by drone regulation has diminished, with the BMFA taking a lead role in dialogues with the Government on
possible legislation – the timescale of which will hopefully not worry most of us!
Our Treasurer has made reference to the Odiham Gala in his report. This is conventionally a Southern Area event. However, due to
the passing of John, we picked up the arrangements midway through activities – hence the figures in our Accounts. As you are all
aware, this came to naught due to external demands on the RAF at short notice. For next year, optimistically should we get permission;
the arrangements will revert to the Southern Area. This year I am most grateful to Peter Carter for stepping in at very short notice to
help with advice & organisation.
As always, my thanks to our small committee for the efforts they put in to maintain our presence in the free flight world. In particular,
our esteemed Editor of the New Clarion which continues to keep us all informed & entertained. Long may it continue. Finally, we
welcome – assuming the motion is passed by this AGM, a new Chairman who has the distinct advantage of being one of our younger
members. Please give him your wholehearted support.

Roger Newman
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Membership Secretary’s Report 2017

The current membership list has over 700 members although I have although received several notices of members passing away this
year and many email addresses have ceased to function. I am still occupied in keeping the club website up to date and new members
are still coming in from all over the world.
Once again this year I applaud the hard work and dedication our all of our committee members especially our New Clarion editor
without whom the club would not function and Roger Newman whose endless energy has allowed the club to function. After the great
loss of John Thompson earlier this year our new co-opted (and hopefully elected) Chairman Tony Shepherd, will have the unenviable
job of continuing his great work.
Having attended a couple of events at Salisbury plain this year it is providing a much needed alternative to Middle Wallop, no it’s not
as easy to retrieve but it’s better than some people think. I remain ever hopeful of us returning to our activities either at Wallop or fields
anew in the future.
On a personal note I did get to Odiham this year along with many others, still a good day out despite the lack of flying, we live in the
hope of an improved situation for next year, thank you to all who spent their time organising the event. I continue to fly some radio
control models locally, an activity better suited to my health issues these days.

Treasurer's report 2016/2017

Mike Parker

My thanks are due to my fellow Committee members in keeping things going at the sharp end while I lurk behind my spreadsheets in
rural Mid Kent. This year's statement of account will be brief on account of a lack of activity between September 2016 and April 2017
The usual payments for the maintenance of our e-mail and website were made. Income from flying meetings on Salisbury Plain were
minimal. While writing these notes I received a £50 cheque generated by the DB plans and magazine initiative. This item will appear
in next year’s accounts. Our thanks to Roy & Barbara, et aI for this.
Unless some unforeseen financial catastrophe manifests itself we should be able to survive a few more years.
The membership are due explanations on two points
Skip hire.
When we sadly lost John, some of our Committee together with a few of the Crookham folk undertook to remove a mountain of models,
engines and equipment from John's home. This included redundant field equipment, tentage etc. which needed to “go”. In order to
facilitate speedy removal, a skip, funded by the sale of models &'engines was thought appropriate. The account shows that this matter
was brought to a satisfactory conclusion and a nil balance achieved.
The Odiham gala.
I am given to understand that this event was one of John's pet projects, and that he in company with a few others did all that was
necessary, culminating in RAF charities receiving any surplus monies and the SABMFA being rendered a nil balance final account.
So what to do with no John and the event already taking shape?
The gentlemen who had volunteered to take bookings had a pile of cheques that needed banking. Roger, our Secretary, who had
picked up the reins, was faced with the cost of the MOD licence and prizes. Rather than using personal accounts and relying on
calculations on the back of envelopes, we thought that using the SAM 1066 account as a vehicle for receiving and paying funds would
keep things orderly and transparent.
These items are shown separately at the bottom of the accounts page. We currently await a rebate on the cost of the MOD licence,
the meeting having been terminated almost as soon as it had begun. When this is to hand a balance will be struck with all surplus
funds being passed to RAF charities, leaving a nil balance.
As a final point, may I express the hope that any subsequent Odiham Gala event be wholly organised and accounted for by the
SADMFA Committee.

Ed Bennett
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DBHL (Plans) Report 2017
Plan requests continue to diminish. Donated plans have been sorted during the year, but not yet catalogued. Some 300 or so await
this to be done, prior to digitisation. With the continued loss of Middle Wallop, the disposal of duplicates via Roy Tiller remains difficult.
A box full will be donated to the BMFA in time for their swap meet at the National Flying Centre in December.
As was agreed at our AGM last year, a full set of digitised plans has been provided to Outerzone, who are adding them to their on-line
library.
A discussion with the National Aerospace Library agreeing some form of collaboration on disposition of the magazine library has
temporarily ceased, due to a degree of uncertainty regarding a possible relocation of the Library to the Royal Aerospace HQ in central
London.

Roger Newman

DBHL(Magazines) Report 2017
The magazine library has been able to obtain from the Model Aeronautical Association of Canada (MAAC) a number of North American
published magazines to fill gaps in our collection, thanks MAAC. No charge is made for these mags but we pay for delivery. This is by
land and sea which takes months but does keep the cost down. Thanks also to our own members who have responded to our requests
for magazines to fill gaps in the collection.
The sale of spare plans and magazines has not run at the level enjoyed in the days of Middle Wallop but has continued at indoor
meetings at Totton and Wimborne. This year the library has been able to cover its operating costs and pass £50 to the SAM1066
treasurer.
Should you need an Aeromodeller or Model Aircraft magazine for your collection, send me an email with your requirements and I will
check our stock of spares. Should you just need an article from any of the magazines or books held, again send me an email and I will
scan the relevant pages and email them to you.
If you are having a clear out of aeromodelling magazines, books or plans please do consider donating them to the library where they
will either add to the collection or be offered for sale for the benefit of club funds. Either way good for your library good for SAM1066.
Look at the SAM 1066 Website. Click on “David Baker Heritage Library” and then “Magazines held” to see the Excel chart with a list
of the magazines held, and the gaps in the collection. If you can help to fill any of the gaps please get in touch. Also on the website is
the “Index of Plans in Magazines”. Again this is an excel file and to best use it I suggest that you download the file. You can then sort
the data by any of the headings i.e. model name or by designer or by magazine title/date etc... You can sort by multiple factors, select
DATA, SORT and then, for example, by Designer, Type and Model Name. Sort by any factor and I am sure you will find something of
interest.

Roy Tiller

A vote of thanks to Committee was proposed by David Etherton, and unanimously seconded by floor.
There followed the election of officers.
Our co-opted Chairman Tony Shepherd was proposed by the committee and duly elected chairman for 2018.
The remainder of the officers were re-elected en-bloc, namely: secretary Roger Newman; treasurer Ed
Bennett; membership secretary Mike Parker; editor New Clarion John Andrews and archivist Roy Tiller.
The annual subscription was reviewed and once again set at £0.
The meeting was then opened up to the floor for Any Other Business.
Item 1 – update on future possibilities for Middle Wallop.
Confirmed by Secretary that advice had been sought from BMFA (David Phipps CEO & Ian Pallister Chairman)
at recent BMFA AGM. Their advice was to wait a further year regarding possible change of Administration of
Army Air Corps prior to making a further submission for permission to fly. Secretary has received confirmation
from the MoD that it has no current intention to dispose of Middle Wallop Airfield, albeit it also confirms a
constant review of its estates & “that any decision that changes the current position will be formally announced
through the relevant channels”. In other words, anything is possible.
Item 2 – future disposition of the DBHL Magazine library & Plans library. Secretary reported a dialogue with
Kath Watson (BMFA Archivist), Mannie Williamson (Buckminster Liaison) & Andy Symons (BMFA Club
Liaison) regarding:
a. possible future transfer of magazine library to Buckminster National Centre;
b. possible transfer of copy of plan library index & full set of digital files to BMFA for on line access.
On latter, Andy is BMFA “webmaster” & says he could set up facility to allow members to download plans.
The meeting was asked to agree that a copy of the plan library could be transferred to the BMFA for this
purpose – agreed unanimously. Secretary also reported that copy of Plan library was sent to Outerzone as
agreed at last years AGM. On former, Kath Watson has provided Excel file of BMFA Archive & Roy (Tiller) has
done an excellent job of editing it into an easily referenced form. There are many magazines & journals in the
DBHL magazine library that are not in the BMFA Archive. Manny Williamson explained that the BMFA is
making a significant investment in Buckminster, inclusive of the renovation of accommodation suitable for the
BMFA Archives & that he is to based at Buckminster full time. It is the Secretary’s intention to visit Buckminster
during 2018. The meeting was asked if we should pursue donating the DBHL Magazine library to the BMFA
as an alternative long term future strategy - should conditions appear suitable, to the currently stalled dialogue
with the National Aerospace Library. The meeting agreed.
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Item3 - Disposition of models. The Secretary explained the dilemma of disposing of models that had belonged
to deceased members, viz the late John Thompson.
John Hook currently has some 30+ complete models stored with additional components as well.
The availability of these models has been circulated to the Crookham Club (of which John T was Chairman) &
to Free Flight News. The floor suggested that a list of models should be placed in the New Clarion to see what
interest arises. Failing disposal after this, the floor agreed that John Hook (with his agreement) should continue
to make best efforts to sell either complete models or parts i.e timers/engines – with a heartfelt vote of thanks
from the floor to John H.
All proceeds go to Naomi House Childrens Charity as nominated by our late Chairman.
The meeting closed in good order at 3-00pm.
Tea, Coffee and biscuits were on hand and appreciated by all.

Editor
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Midland Gala

-

John Andrews

Saturday 28th October, North Luffenham

Rachel and I were feeling a bit under the weather and, as the weather forecast for Luffenham
was winds well in excess of 20mph, I decided that flying was not for me.
We did attend the meeting as I had Ken Bates’ winding jig, rescued from the last meeting, to
return. We had picked it up after he had left it behind at the 8th area meeting.
It was a leisurely day for us, late start, no model packing, just a couple of sandwiches and a
flask of tea etc. We travelled in Rachel’s little red roller skate with me as passenger, I like
being chauffeured. We were not on the airfield until after lunch.
We found Ken and, although we parked alongside him, it
took him a while to recognise us in our alternative vehicle.
We returned his jig, and settled down to spectate again
as we did on our previous visit.
It really was windy, Phil Ball’s anemometer was recording
33mph at times, but Ken and Tony Rushby were not
deterred and both cast their models skyward as we
watched from the comfort of our car.
Ken was flying his ‘Senator’ and it was soon whisked out
of unaided eyesight as he set off for recovery.

Ken Bates waits, then away with a
butt clenching launch

Tony is somewhat of a Keil-Kraft ‘Ace’ expert having been using
them successfully in mini-vintage for some time. The model seems
to thrive on rough windy conditions, it seems to climb through
anything and even when thrown about in turbulence still carries on
climbing. Tony does admit however that the glide leaves more than
a little to be desired.
Shortly after Kens launch Tony followed, his ‘Ace’ shooting off
upwards and, like Ken’s ‘Senator’, was soon out of eyesight.
Rather than be left thumb twiddling we decided to take the car
around the peri-track and pick up Tony & Ken to ferry them back.
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When we arrived on peri-track downwind Ken had
retrieved his ‘Senator’ and had started walking back so
we set about looking for Tony whose model had left the
field. Having driven round the edge of the airfield we
were not too sure of the line and when we found Tony he
had lost track also. Tony set off left and we went right.
There were a few tracks leading to the fields so Rachel
drove as far as we could get before disembarking. I
remained in the car whilst Rachel trotted on a little
further and climbing up on a mound she spied the ‘Ace’ in
the far corner of a field. Having recovered the model, we
then set about finding Tony. By the time Tony was back
in the fold, Mike Sanderson had arrived to aid in the
search which meant we now had to cram two large adults
Tony Rushby waits with his ‘Ace’
and a model in the rear seats of Rachel’s little two door
Mike Sanderson on the watch
Japanese dodgem for the return trip. Thankfully the car
designers had identified the possible problem and made the rear seat squab capable of sliding
backwards slightly into the boot area. It was still a squeeze to get them both in and even more
fun getting them out back at the flight-line. The only way to exit was to wriggle round and get
out bum first, most inelegant but preferable to the long walk back across the grass I think.
Tony was in the running for 1st place in Mini and figured out that he needed about a minute on
his third flight to top the list. He duly did a 1-05 to finish off but I cannot say whether he won
or not as we left early heading for a curry supper at my eldest daughters.
Phil Ball & Annette ready for the off
in catapult glider.

Combined CLG/HLG is no longer the simple
chuck it and see event that it once may have
been. Observation leads one to conclude that
the potential winner needs the full kit and
caboodle: thermistor pole, wind speed
indicator, several models, hide, female on the
clock and a high speed/cost electric recovery
vehicle. There were at least six entrants in
the event this windy day, equalling the MiniVintage entry.
There was a good event attendance at the Gala considering the abysmal weather forecast,
better luck next year.

John Andrews
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Engine Analysis: Taipan 1.5cc

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1969-60
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Cocklebarrow Vintage R/C.

-

Tony Tomlin.

Sunday 1st. of October, Cocklebarrow Farm
This was the last of the three R/C vintage events at this popular site this year. The event
organised by Val and Paul Howkins, was the last Val and Paul intend to run [after 29 years] with
Tony and Pam Tomlin taking over in 2018.
Preparing the field started Friday afternoon, setting up the safety tapes, fitting up awnings
and gazebos, toilet tent, signs etc. etc, we had to put up with rain and a very cold wind but
managed the majority of the tasks by the day’s end. The following day we were very pleased
when David Bowl arrived with the ride-on mower [thank you David] and with Paul Howkins in the
driving seat the strip was mowed. Sadly the wind did not ease and most of the day was spent
dodging heavy bouts of rain, hoping that perhaps things would improve by the important
following day.
Sunday started wet, but by 10 o’clock the rain had stopped and the wind speed reduced
somewhat, although there were some nasty turbulent areas. We were hoping for a few faces
to fill what was an unusually empty field for Cocklebarrow, and slowly a trickle of fliers did
start to arrive. Sadly, the trickle did not turn into a torrent and only 13 fliers signed on, with
between them 27 models. Counting heads, it was apparent there was a fair number there who
decided not to fly but as always enjoyed the chance to talk aeromodelling. However there was
a good selection of vintage models signed on including two Junior 60’s and 3 Chatterboxes, a
Super Scorpion, Scram, Buzzard Bombshell, Miss America, Quaker Flash etc. There were also
2 Sharkfaces, one sensibly stretched by John Davis and a definitely not sensible 20” span
Sharkface by Tony Tomlin. John Strutt was flying a recently refurbished 80” span Manx Queen
flying wing design from 1947 that handled the conditions well. Ted Tomlin, up from Devon, was
flying a David Boddington designed ‘Expo 80’ that flew as if there was no wind! It was also
nice to see John Barber with a Rudderbug, a design rarely seen.
A couple of twin diesels were also flown. Mike Gilham had brought along his nicely finished
Electron model powered by his home built Vee twin diesel. This engine, because of its layout,
had a separate carburettor for each cylinder and sounded very sweet. There was also a Derek
Collin designed and built inline twin diesel that gets better every outing, hauling a Harry
Hundleby designed Sparky around in a spirited fashion. Although there were times when 3
models were seen flying together they were few and far between. Unfortunately the sun that
had shown its face a couple of times in the morning cried enough and first drizzle and then rain
returned around 1 o’clock bringing to an end what had been a very quiet morning for a
Cocklebarrow event. Within a short time, models were put away until the next time and
modellers said their goodbyes and looked forward to better weather in 2018.

John Davis with a stretched Sharkface,

Miss America and Super Sixty by John Strutt,
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‘Electron’ with twin deisel. Both made by Mike Gilham.

Thanks go out to Paul and Val Howkins for all their efforts over the years, and to the many
helpers past and present who make these meetings a success.

Tony Tomlin
A Note: from Paul & Val Howkins: Cocklebarrow Rallies
We should like to say thank you to all the modellers who joined us over the years and for your
good wishes. We have made many good friends and it was a pleasure meeting you all.
Thanks again for all the help that has been given to us which was much appreciated.
However, our special thanks must go to David Bowl who, over the years, has brought his rideon mower for the strip to be cut. Many thanks David.
We are pleased to say that Tony and Pam Tomlin will be taking over in future so that this great
tradition can continue. We trust you will all continue to support them and give them help when
needed.
We hope to see you all in the coming years.
Paul and Val Howkins

Aeromodeller Departed:
Brian Martin.
North East flyer and Contest Secretary, Brian Martin,
has died. Brian flew power models in all forms from the
50s to the late 70s, before switching to rubber, going
on to feature in the British F1B team on several
occasions.
Brian didn't miss a single free flight
contest season in over 50 years, before stepping down
from competition in 2012. A small family funeral was
held.
Brian sadly suffered with Alzheimer's and Dementia in his final years. If you'd like to donate
towards Alzheimer's research, write your thoughts or upload pictures you might have of him,
a web page has been set up in his memory.
The address is
https://brian-martin-1943-2017.muchloved.com/

R.I.P.

Peter Martin
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Extract from Aeromodeller November 1976

Equal Pay
In happier days when M/s stood for motor strip and not for the new equalised and more than better half woman,
the ladies who joined the movement did so not out of any aeromodelling zeal but in a defeatist spirit of 'If you
can't beat 'em...' They were content just to cheer from the sidelines, and to take part in the Ladies Competition
after being suitably instructed, between giggles, on which end of the model to point forwards, but now the M/s's
are militantly demanding equal status, with the Ladies' sign altered to Laddies and all halfway concessions
removed.
Still, a full male sized, 1976 club fee should send the M/s's scuttling back to the knitting circle.
Posing Problem
Model planes always have been difficult things to
"Miss Universe be blowed!
photograph. Try to catch one in mid-flight and it comes
It's the Wakefield contest".
out like a bluebottle on a window pane; static wise it
has a chameleon-like ability to merge with the
background, disappearing into tarmac and melting
into grassy depths. But it was not long before the
photographic wizard found the ideal solution, or rather
background - a pretty girl. Get some little raver holding
the model, and even if the model doesn't come out too
clearly, well, who cares? The idea also gave scope for
the caption writer to exercise his wit with a few nudge
nudge phrases like "... and he has plans".
We have all enjoyed this way of studying model
design, but I wonder if the whole thing has gone too far.
Over the years the models have got bigger and more
curvaceous, and, so too, have the girls. And where
uncovered versions have been depicted, the girls have
more than kept pace. At one time we felt a bit sorry for some of the wee lassies as they grappled manfully, or
rather womanfully, with the huge, multi engined models that were becoming all the rage, but the wily
photographers seem to have found a new breed of super girl who could take on the monsters at their own frame
filling game; so, as decollete vied with decolage and curve jostled curve, the models began to be edged out of
the picture, leaving beauty unadorned by model or very much else.
There is a danger that this could lead to a situation where your favourite model journal might not be all too
easily discerned among the clutter of girlie magazines on the bookstalls, and you could be subjected to some
domestic harassment were you to come home clutching a copy of 'Playfair'. ". . . Alright, I believe you, but don't
go back with it wearing that dirty raincoat ..." Even so, it might well be that your model book will carry its very
own Planemate of the Month across its centre pages, who knows what you might not find under 'Gadget Review'.
School Daze
When I read that a student teacher was to make a study of aeromodelling as a subject, I became more than a
bit alarmed. Now, I know it is more agreeable for the teachers to see the pupils happily engaged in model
building, instead of having to ram irregular verbs and suchlike down their reluctant throats, but I am concerned
for the future readership of this Column, and the dubious effect of modern teaching methods on the hobby.
What with all the gamey things that go on at school these days, which not only includes all the things we used
to do outside school when I was a lad, but subjects like rock climbing and rug making, the boys get precious
little time to learn their letters as it is, and if they put model building on the curriculum as well we may have to
think in terms of producing the model mags in pictures.
Then again, if the trendy methods by which they 'teech speling' are applied to model making we can look
forward to some pretty unusual models. "The reesun wy this buyplan has ownly wun wing is beecawse I plaid
trooant." And when we read in the school report that 'Johnny tackles the subject enthusiastically but lacks a
proper sense of direction1, this would mean that Johnny has probably whanged his radio model through the
school roof.
I also feel that it is desirable for the lads to have something left to do outside school, for it is in the boring out
of school times that they undertake the demolition of new housing estates and demonstrate their peculiar
brand of basic English with the aid of paint aerosols. You may agree with the sentiment that 'Free Flite Roots
O.K.', but would not wish it to be splashed on the side of your house. Asking a blase teenager if he had thought
of taking up model flying, he would undoubtedly reply that he did all that sort of kid stuff at school.

Pylonius
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Vintage Black & White

-

John Andrews

Having seen Martin Dilly’s old black & white photographs, it occurs to me that a lot of us
ancients must have similar items lurking about in some box or other. Why not dig them out and
scan or send to the editor (that’s me) with a few comments, could make an interesting series.

Rugby Model Engineering Society, Aeronautical Section, late 50’s

My original club, Rugby MESAS, had a stand at a local arts and crafts exhibition in a local hall
in Rugby in the late 50’s sometime after I had completed my National Service. There was an
open space in front of the stage so we set up a pole on a table, stranded down some rubber
models and flew successful round the pole demonstrations. That’s yours truly clutching a
Frog500 powered Mercury Musketeer, the logic of the wing markings escapes me.
Having mention my period of National
Service, 1955/56, I will pull a few pictures
from my album depicting odds and ends from
my time in Hong Kong. I was posted to the
Hong Kong Signal Regiment on the island,
based in Murray Barracks, for those of you
who may know the Colony. I was soon
aeromodelling again, first up having an
engine sent from home and then locating the
model shop on the mainland Kowloon Side.
The shop was at 2a Observatory Road and
advertised in the Aeromodeller. The owner
Vincent Wong and I became friends and
myself and mates I infected with
aeromodelling used to fly on the club’s local
field at Shatin, up in the new territories
through the mountain, a short train ride.
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Vincent seen here tuning his single
channel hard valve radio gear on the
club field. This club field had a two
story clubhouse with flushing
toilets and posh bog paper. One of
the members was the chief of the
mainland fire service, he flew
control-line and I managed to wreck
one of his models when the control
system pulled out whilst I was doing
eights. He still let me fly another of
his models. There was only one of
the locals who could make an attempt at aerobatics so I came across as some sort of expert
being able to fly upside down etc.
I introduced one or two of the regiment to aeromodelling and taught them C/L flying. One lad,
‘Brummy’ (cannot remember his name) was from the Royal Artillery Regiment billeted with us
and he was fearless. He just did everything I told him and was doing loops and eights in no time
flat without bending a single model. Pictures below on a sports ground we used on the island.

Mick (no name again) displays my OS35MaxIII stunt model
whilst Brummy tends his model

Mick with couple more interested squaddies
and myself holding small rubber job

Gerry Holdsworth and two others on the sports
ground we used on the Island

My OS35 powered stunt model, engine was first one in the shop
Never met power like it before, brought two home.
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Sports ground on Hong Kong island, we seemed to have cornered the market in cans of fuel.
No chance of mixing our own out there.

Mick with the C/L trainer

My first HK model, beam mounted Elfin 2.49

A bit fuzzy but as you may guess it was a bit hot & humid at times

The Enya 29 model we put up to dissuade a Kite Hawk from attacking

The highlight of one evenings activity was when a Kite Hawk swooped down and followed my
small model for most of a lap. It flew off and perched on a building roof, so I flew a larger
model, Enya 29 powered, and down came the Hawk again but I pulled up at him and, after a wing
flapping effort to avoid me, he flew off. Happy days.

John Andrews
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Leo Valentin for Jetex 50

-

Ray Malmstrom

From the book 60 years of IVCMAC supplied by Chris Strachan
Enlarge to 12 inch wingspan
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Indoor isn’t for everyone Pt.17

-

Nick Peppiatt

So far in this series I’ve concentrated on rubber powered models only, but what other forms
of power are practical for indoor flying? These days electric power has been shown to be
eminently suitable but, unfortunately in some ways, has rather squeezed out the form I am
going to consider here. I first became aware of the possibilities of the use of compressed
carbon dioxide with some articles in the AeroModeller in the early 1970s, including ‘CO2 Reborn’
by John Stennard in the March 1972 edition and Doug McHard’s ‘Experiments with CO2’ in the
1972-73 AeroModeller Annual. It was clear that this form of power gives similar output
characteristics to a rubber motor.
Bill Brown’s CO2 motors
The first practical CO2 motors for indoor flying were developed in the 1940s by Bill Brown,
also inventor of the famed Brown Junior spark ignition engine.

Bill Brown’s first running CO2 motor. Capacity 25mm3. Photos found on Stefan Gasparin’s website www.gasparin.cz .
Not sure if this one had any speed control as the cylinder does not appear to be threaded into the crankcase..

The Herkimer OK CO2 motor was Bill Brown’s design and dates from around 1947. This was of
0.29cc (290mm3) capacity and the fuel was a full CO2 soda syphon capsule which was fitted into
a holder attached to the motor pipework, so at a total on-board weight of 2.5oz (71g) was really
too heavy for indoor use. The speed control is by screwing the cylinder into the crankcase,
which controls the lift of the gas valve in the cylinder head. I guess the Keil Kraft CO2 motor
was a UK produced copy. I remember handling one a good number of years ago when I was a
member of Maidenhead Model Makers Club and a club-mate had one that was fitted to a Slicker
Mite airframe. Otherwise, I can find very little information about the KK marketed product
and would be interested to know if any reader has any. I have not found any references to it
in contemporary editions of AeroModeller. When was it available and who actually made it?
At a similar time to the OK CO2 motor Bill Brown was producing a smaller motor – the Campus
A-100 of 25mm3 capacity with a separate refillable tank, developed from his 1942 prototype
and which was clearly more suitable for indoor flying. I first became aware of the existence
of this motor as it was shown on the drawing for Howard McEntee’s 18” wingspan Tadpole flying
boat, which was originally published in Model Airplane News November 1948 and reproduced in
SAM 35 Speaks in May 1985. I built mine for the Telco CO2 motor.
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The early Brown CO2 motors had metal pistons running in steel bores, but the later ones used
a Nylatron (nylon with a molybdenum di-sulphide internal lubricant) piston. The softer, more
flexible material allows a sealing lip at the top of the piston. John Stennard’s article shows
examples of installations using the Brown Junior 0.005 cu in (82mm3) engine.
In 1973 these were developed into the MJ70 and MJ140 twin (Metric Juniors of 70mm3 and
140mm3 capacity respectively)

Herkimer OK CO2 motor

Similar Keil Kraft CO2 motor

Howard McEntee’s Tadpole designed for Brown Campus A-100 as shown in photo on left

I fitted a Brown MJ140 twin to a fairly lightly built 21” wingspan Sopwith Tabloid, which flew
very successfully indoors in the early 1980s. It also had some outdoor excursions in calm
weather.
The Brown Campus A-23 was a development of the Campus A-100 motor and is suitable for
Peanut sized models. I fitted one in a Peck Gypsy Moth Peanut (which is now hanging from my
grandson’s bedroom ceiling) and then in a reduced size version of Maurice Schoenbrun’s
Rocketeer A designed by A.A.Lidberg. The Rocketeer went AWOL on Chobham Common a
number of years ago so it is possible that one of Bill Brown’s jewels is still awaiting rediscovery
there!
More on CO2 motors next time.
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Two views of the Tadpole, powered by a Telco CO2 motor (60mm3). Weight 48g

Brown MJ 140 twin used in Sopwith Tabloid below.
The small aluminium cap on the left is to replace the cylinder
when it is converted to a MJ 70 single. Weight 18g.

5/72 scale Sopwith Tabloid powered by Brown MJ 140 CO2 motor
at Model Engineer Exhibition in 1983. Weight 68g.

Brown Campus A-23 motor (23mm3). Weight 8.5g.

Reduced size Rocketeer. A
powered by Brown Campus A-23 motor.
18” wingspan. Weight 31g

References:
In addition to Stefan Gasparin’s website www.gasparin.cz ,
further information on the Brown CO2 motors can be found on
www.craftsmanshipmuseum.com/BrownJr.htm .

Nick Peppiatt
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Letters to the Editor
Martin Dilly: re Buckminster swapmeet
Last week we went through the effects of the late Mike Beach and there will be some things
available at the swap meet at BMFA Buckminster on Dec. 10th. Some of the models may be
reserved for the heritage museum, but there is a large quantity of balsa, mainly yard long
blocks typically 2" x 3", a lot of propellers including Truflexes, vintage wheels and several reels
of Laytrate CL wire and wooden spools.
Details here:
http://nationalcentre.bmfa.org/calendar/action~agenda/page_offset~3/request_format~json/

Martin Dilly

Martin Dilly: Airfields
A Change from Counting Sheep
I usually sleep like a log but one night found myself awake at 4 a.m; instead of counting sheep
I decided to count the British airfields I'd flown at or attended contests on since starting
flying in about 1947.
Anyone want to hazard a guess? Almost all military or ex-military and two or three civilian
company-owned ones. Anyhow, it's 53 and I probably forgot a few!
List follows in no particular order.
Fairlop, Chigwell, Langley, Heston, Radlett, Sherburn-in Elmet, Topcliffe, Church Fenton,
Middle Wallop, Wroughton, Greenham Common, Watton, Wyton, Odiham, Wymeswold, Halton,
Henlow, Haddenham, Bentwaters, Sculthorpe, Barkston Heath, Scampton, Fairford, Cranwell,
Cranfield, Chetwynd, Bassingbourn, Hullavington, Kenley, Swinderby, North Luffenham,
Cottesmore, Hemswell, Finningley, Woodford, Ternhill, Lindholme, Waterbeach, Gosport, West
Malling, Woodvale, Beaulieu, Tangmere, Strubby, Wittering, Kidlington, Little Rissington,
Syerston, Yeovilton, Old Sarum, Ouston, Rufforth, Digby, Old Warden, Bottesford.
Sad to think how many of those are now unrecognisable as former airfields; how many are still
available for model flying, even if rarely? Six or seven?

Martin Dilly

Editor: Guinness World Record.
At the 2017 BMFA Free Flight National Champioships at Barkston
Heath Dr. Martin Pike made an attempt on a Guinness World Record
for: [‘The longest time for a rubber band powered model aircraft to
remain in the air’.] The requirement for the model to be built from a
kit is not stated on the certificate’
The achievement of the record was noteable, not so much for the
actual flight itself but the fulfilment of the mountain of paperwork
and conditions to get the attempt ratified.
Evidence showing the kit, the build, Several officials had to be
nominated, chief witness, timekeepers, video camera operator etc. all
having to fill in reports. The record time itself was not great as
conditions were not favourable and the aircraft was carrying a payload of video camera, Radio
D/T, tracker, strobe light, which inhibited the performance.
The record has been accepted and now, knowing the requirements, Martin is working towards
a significant improvement using a larger model.

Editor
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Hans van Leeuwen: ED3.46 Hunter
I wonder if you or any of your readers can help me with some information about the English
Channel crossing made in 1954 by the Radio Queen fitted with an ED 3.46 Hunter and flown by
George Redlich and Syd Allen. I have a copy of the article that featured the crossing from
Aeromodeller, November 1954 and the article called Channel Crossing Technicalities from
Aeromodeller December 1954, I also have a copy of the Ed 3.46 Hunter engine test featured
in the Aeromodeller of April 1950 by L.H. Sparey.
None of these articles give much in the way of technical detail in the way of propeller sizes
and things that may be helpful in assessing the performance and fuel economy of the ED
3.46. It states that they used something like 24 ozs of fuel but there is no mention of how
long the crossing took. Sparey says that propellers from 9.5”X6” to 11”X 5” are suitable but
little else.
I’m particularly interested in some of this sort of info as I’d like to use an ED 3.46 for old
timer Texaco and maybe 1938 Antique. I’ve recently acquired an engine in very good condition
but it seems that there is little useful technical info available that I can find. I could spend a
lot of time doing my own analysis but that seems a waste of time if such info is available, thus
anything helpful from your readership would be welcome.
I’m still working on the Madcap but as that is a “fun” model some of my competition models
have priority.
Regards and compliments of the season,
Hans

The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

–

Roy Tiller

Report No. 82. Name not known, continued.
Thank you to David Hill who replied with information on one of last month’s “name not known”
plans. David identified the low wing power model as the Peerless Marinda, this being the low
wing model in a series of three designs, including shoulder wing and high wing models.
Below is David’s picture of the box lids and some extracts from his emails.
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“I have the plans, instructions and box lids for all three. None give an address for Peerless
Models or the name of the designer. I had a quick look on the UK Trade Mark website for
Peerless, but found nothing relevant. This doesn't mean they didn't exist, because having a
registered trade mark, though desirable, is not essential. All that is given on the plans is an
address for the printers - Design & Planning Services, 23 Scott St, Wimblebury, Cannock,
Staffs. Could this be the same business? - probably not, but it gives a possible clue for the
location. The kits were complete but fairly basic - some die-cut parts (a bit rough) and some
printed. Wood quality is reasonable.
The wings, tailplane and fin are identical on all three models. Ricktica is mid wing and Marinda
is low wing - these two have a C of G that is more or less in the usual place and flown best on
low power just pottering around (that is how I have flown Ricktica and imagine would also suit
Marinda). Ganymede is different as it has a longer moment and the C of G is at around 75%
of wing chord - best flown with plenty of power, so that it zooms up to a good height first. My
Ganymede model is no more, but I probably used a DC Dart or PAW 55 in it. Ricktica has a
Derek Giles Mills type 0.5cc diesel. When I build the Marinda I will use a similar engine and
radio assist on rudder only.
The model names have always intrigued me - Ganymede is a character in Greek mythology and
the name of the largest moon of Jupiter. Marinda is a female name - apparently a diminutive
of Mary. But Ricktica? All I could find were Rick and Tica.”
Following is shown a reduced size plan of the Ganymede and for comparison just the fuselage
of the Ricktica and the Marinda.
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Peerless logo from a plan.

Peerless logo from a box lid.
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Full size plans of all three are available from Derick Scott, see his web site at: www.model-plans.co.uk for these and hundreds (thousands?) of other plans.
Thank you also to Simon Rogers who emailed with more info on the Peerless power models,
mentioned their glider kits and included a photograph of the Peerless Sky Queen 36” wingspan
glider box lid. (Again Derick Scott has the plan)
Extract from Simon’s email below.
“Hi Roy,
I see in the latest Clarion that you are looking to identify a low wing power model plan that you
have. First I have to tell you it's not a vintage model but dates from the 1980s. It was kitted
by a British firm called Peerless [not to be confused with the pre-war American firm of the
same name] They produced a range of glider kits from simple chuck gliders right up to fully
built up jobs, they also produced three power models, the Ganymede a high wing cabin model,
the Ricktica a shoulder wing model and Marinda a low wing model. Sadly there's no indication
on the plan or kit box to indicate who designed the models.”
Can any of our readers offer any answer/clues to the following outstanding questions?
Who was behind the Peerless Models brand?
Where was the office/works?
Did they advertise in the model press or did they just offer kits in local shops?
Are there any other Peerless plans out there?
Who was the designer?
Thank you to Piero Balsi from Italy, who responded concerning the three control line “name not
known” plans in the October New Clarion.
“Hi Roy,
The plan on page 84 of Italian control line
publication is the "Phoenician" by Clair
Sieverling.
I remember the jet style model that is similar
to the Rayette of Bob Gialdini.
The first one was probably the only Italian plan
of the three, the rudder shape looks
like "Spacehound" of the Russian Sirotkin.”
So we have further confirmation of the
Phoencian, but still only memories of similar
models for the other two.
Here is a “name not known” glider from the
rear cover of Clarion August 2004 which is
marked up as being from the Italian publication
L’ALA of June 1948.
Let us hope that one of our Italian readers will
recognise it.
What is the name of this model and who was its designer?
Contact- Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Small R/C

Extracted from Aeromodeller Annual 1959-60

Ken Willard (USA)
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Ken Willard (USA)
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Secretary’s Notes for December 2017

-

Roger Newman

Quiet month this month on the modelling front other than a very pleasant day at Beaulieu.
Events for next year are now posted on the BMFA website & should appear in the BMFA News
when appropriate, so something to look forward to for the new flying season. I did manage one
indoor meeting to test the latest Giminie Cricket – other than the inevitable problem of it being
too heavy, it did fly! The Keil Kraft Aquarius – mentioned last month, is now ready for covering,
a task for the Christmas holiday time. Then it will be the turn of an electric Orion, long overdue,
to test the latest Alan Bond electronic gizmo that offers a failsafe option for an RDT failure
by providing a settable backup time period to operate the DT servo.
One piece of news caught my eye during the month, maybe others saw it as well. This was the
discovery of a complete set of microfiche drawings for (apparently) every mark of De Havilland
Mosquito ever constructed.
They were found at the Broughton site of Airbus, when demolishing an old building. Here is the
article that was published.

“More than 20,000 technical drawings of a World War Two aircraft have been found at a
factory in Flintshire.
Blueprints of the Mosquito were thought to have been lost but were discovered by Airbus in
an office it was closing down in Broughton.
The twin-engine bomber was one of the most versatile RAF aircrafts to serve during the war.
The find has boosted plans by a group, the People's Mosquito Project, to rebuild the bomber.
Bill Ramsey, the project's operations director, who served in the RAF for 41 years, said the
drawings weighed 67kgs (148 lbs) in total and were going to be thrown into a skip.
"It is actually probably unique in the world in that it's a complete collection of drawings for
every mark and modification that was ever made to a Mosquito," he told BBC Radio Wales' Good
Morning Wales programme.
"You could actually build any form of Mosquito, including one that never actually flew."
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Image copyright The People's Mosquito Project

The drawings were made on micro film aperture cards.
He said it would cost about £7m to rebuild the aircraft, which was largely made from plywood
and balsa, with the aid of the plans.
"It sounds like a lot of money but what the drawings do, they're important historically because
they're a unique document [and] they have a certain commercial value to us," he said.
"Technically, it means that for some of the pieces of the aeroplane, the slightly more obscure
ones, the Civil Aviation Authority will let us use those drawings to remanufacture them."
He added there was "a nostalgia for all things old" and that rebuilding a Mosquito capable of
flying would please "lots and lots" of people.”
You can visit their website –
www.peoplesmosquito.org.uk
where they have a very good explanation of how they plan to build a new Mosquito! The
interesting point for us is that they anticipate using balsa from Equador!
The other point is that I recall an Aeromodeller plan from the ‘50’s for a control line version
of the Mossie, which brought back memories of seeing various multi-engine control liners by J
M Bodey at rallies in the ‘50’s. David (Baker) used to have – I think – a control line model of the
Vickers Viscount hanging from his landing wall as a decoration! I wonder if any still exist.
Flying Sites
You may have seen a news item on our website, posted for Brian Yearley, regarding a possible
flying site in Essex. Hopefully Brian has received a sufficiently positive response such that he
can pursue what is now a rare opportunity for free flight, albeit maybe with certain limitations.
I have been given info of another one in the West Country; details should be available for the
next NC. Every little helps. All this mentioned after reading an article written by Martin Dilly
in 1987, where he rightly cited the lack of flying sites as a precursor to the ultimate demise
of free flight. The only thing he got wrong was a forecast that there would not be any free
flight in 30 years time! Here we are still stubbornly carrying on against the odds!
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Plans for the month
Power: has to be a DH Mosquito for free flight scale – this one by Harold Towner
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Glider: how about a nicely complicated model by M Fillon from 1943 – Alto Cumulus.

Rubber: why not another DH Mosquito – this by Howard Boys.
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Roger Newman
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Southern Coupe League

-

Peter Hall

Southern Coupe League Qualifying Events for 2018

The meeting of the Southern Coupe League Organising Group at which the new Expanded
Programme of Qualifying Events for the 2018 season was unanimously agreed.
The first event is La Grande Coupe de Birmingham on December 3rd 2017.
Note the addition of the SAM 1066 meet on the 17th June, and the 5th Area on the 24th June
making a total of nine events; as usual your highest scoring five will count.
The scoring system remains unchanged, a proposal to take into account the number of
competitors flying was withdrawn on the grounds that it would disincentivise bad weather
attendance.

Peter Hall

Sneyd Indoor, November

-

John Andrews

Rachel & I were at the Sneyd Sports Hall in Bloxwich for the Walsall clubs indoor meet ably
run by Alan Price. Attendance, as seems usual these days, was a little light but costs are just
about defrayed.
I have built another Legal Eagle, a ‘Legal Tender’ and was embarking on a trimming exercise.

I knew from the very start that things were not going to plan. In spite of massive right rudder
offset and right sidethrust the model flew left on the first test launch with about 500 turns
on the motor. A check revealed that there was no wash-in on the R/H wing, major boob.
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I rely on R/H wash-in to pull the model into right-hand circles but where it had gone I do not
know, it was there when I stuck the wing on. First off I set about the nose and cut in some
significant right sidethrust. This overcooked it and the flight path was then super tight right
circles but without the wash-in the model would not climb. Next was a big trim tab on the fin
for left turn and the ‘Legal Tender’ was now just about flying but with thrust line and trim tab
working against each other performance was, to say the least, poor and to cap it all I had run
out of tailplane adjustment. With all the fiddling about with the nose I had weakened the
structure and next thing I stove in a longeron. Super Glue repair then two broken motors made
a bit of a mess of the back end. Upshot, I never cleared a minutes duration. Got to make quite
a few changes before next outing, trouble is it all adds weight and it was over 8gm when I
started.
The air in the hall was not too great as Colin Shepherd was trimming his latest Legal Eagle and
was finding it difficult to get it to perform as well as it had at the last Thorns meeting. He was
breaking motors and he had one batch he used for a new motor that was absolutely power less.
It took many more turns but the description of feeling like winding chewing gum was quite apt.
I believe he did get a flight of well in excess of a minute but not the two minutes that we are
all looking for to beat Peter Dalby’s 2-20 already registered at Thorns.

Colin Shepherds latest Legal Eagle

Give us a kiss and I’ll sell you the plan

Graham Smith was airing one or two of his large polystyrene radio scale models, they do fly
very well and seem to hang in the air as they fly by at barely a walking pace.

Looking forward to the next meeting, it’s Christmas and mince pies and sherry will be available.

John Andrews
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FREE FLIGHT
FORUM REPORT
2017
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Provisional Events Calendar 2017
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

February 19th

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 5th
March 26th

Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 14th
April 17th
April 29/30th

Friday
Monday
Sat/Sunday

May 14th
May 27th
May 28th
May 29th

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

June 18th
June 25th

Sunday
Sunday

SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 5th Area Competitions

July 16th
July 22nd/23rd
July 30th

Sunday
Saturday/Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 6th Area Competitions
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain

August 19th

Saturday

September
September
September
September
September

3rd Sunday
9th Saturday
17th Sunday
24th Sunday
30th Saturday

October 15th
October 28th

Sunday
Saturday

Northern Gala, North Luffenham
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
London Gala & Space, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 4th Area Competitions
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston

Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain
Timperley Gala, North Luffenham
Southern Area Gala, RAF Odiham
BMFA 7th Area Competitions
Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Midland Gala, North Luffenham

November 19th Sunday

Free Flight Forum, Hinckley Island Hotel.

December 3rd Sunday
December 17th Sunday

Coupe de Brum, North Luffenham
BMFA FF Gala, Buckminster

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
–
www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John & Pauline
–
www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
GAD
www.greenairdesigns.com
BMFA Free Flight Technical Committee www.freeflightUK.org
BMFA
www.BMFA.org
BMFA Southern Area
www.southerarea.hamshire.org.uk
SAM 35
www.sam35.org
MSP Plans
www.msp-plans.blogspot.com
X-List Plans
www.xlistplans.demon.co.uk
National Free Flight Society (USA)
www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
David Lloyd-Jones
www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
Belair Kits
www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers
www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website
www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC
www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans
www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control
http://www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand
http://www.modelflyingnz.org

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not
hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not
told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address
(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

MERRY CHRISTMAS once again:

Your editor John Andrews

